Traditional laser scanners read linear barcodes at the point-of-sale – a technology that has greatly simplified checkout.

But today’s highly developed area-imaging scanners enable greater capability and flexibility, putting far more productivity into the hands of retail employees and allowing for revenue-generating mobile marketing initiatives.

With these advantages, it’s no wonder VDC’s 2018 Report* forecasts area-imaging scanners sales to grow 31% over the next three years, compared to a -22% decline for laser-based scanners over the same time period. Imaging technology is firmly established as a cost-effective, durable, technologically capable alternative to laser-based systems. Plus, imagers are capable of supporting retailers’ mobile marketing programs, capturing mobile coupons right off customers’ smartphone screens or automatically collecting their information from ID cards for loyalty program auto-enrollment.

1. **ENABLE REVENUE-GENERATING MOBILE MARKETING PROGRAMS**
   The Internet and mobile broadband service have created new shopping channels for consumers, and new competition for brick and mortar retailers. At the same time, a slow-growth economy can limit expansion of disposable income. Innovative retailers are fighting fire with fire, improving their e-commerce presence and adopting the consumer’s mobile phone as a new marketing medium. Promotions sent via SMS text message or via loyalty apps increase shopping visits, generating both immediate incremental revenue and improving long-term share of wallet. The most commonly used technology to electronically identify loyal shoppers and redeem mobile coupons are 2D barcodes rendered on mobile phone screens. And that requires a high-performance, area-imaging barcode scanner at the point-of-sale.

2. **AUTOMATE LOYALTY PROGRAM ENROLLMENT**
   Mobile marketing drives incremental foot traffic, but repeat customers must be enrolled in your loyalty program before opting into a mobile marketing program. The best place to enroll shoppers is at the point-of-sale, where you are assured a personal opportunity to engage and enroll the shopper. Area-imaging scanners drastically reduce the time to enroll shoppers into your loyalty program – with a simple scan of their North American driver’s license – while reducing or eliminating key entry errors. Honeywell 2D scanners with EasyDL™ instantly scan the 2D barcode found on driver’s licenses, and parse the data for immediate entry into your electronic loyalty enrollment form.

3. **EASY, INSTANT AGE VERIFICATION**
   Reduce the potential for human error and fraud by instantly validating age against government-issued 2D driver’s licenses. Many retailers selling age-restricted products like alcoholic beverages, tobacco products, and lottery tickets require their checkout clerks to verify shopper age and/or identity at the point of sale. In the case of pseudoephedrine-based medicines and firearms, government regulations require the collection of customer name and address. Honeywell area-imaging technology provides the simplest, fastest way to comply with internal and government mandates – using best-in-class 2D scanners with EasyDL data parsing software to scan 2D barcodes on the back of North American driver’s licenses, military ID cards, or CAC cards. The customer’s age, license expiration date, and
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other information can then be transmitted to your POS system for automatic validation. Retailers can even automatically create a manifest entry to record the act of compliance for audit or litigation purposes.

4. SUPPLEMENTS IN-COUNTER BIOPTIC SCANNERS
While imaging-enabled bioptics are capable of scanning barcodes rendered on mobile phone screens, retailers are concerned about handing phones to checkout clerks and assuming responsibility for accidental damage that could occur during the hand-off. A supplemental 2D handheld or fixed customer-facing scanner adds value, scanning mobile phone screen-based barcodes without the phone leaving the shopper’s hand. In addition, a supplemental handheld scanner improves checkout accuracy, scanning large under-the-cart items, while eliminating the potential for injury when lifting heavy items out of the cart.

5. SCAN ANY BARCODE OFF NEARLY ANY SURFACE
Imagers decode barcodes from pictures. Imagers are not as dependent upon reflected light as compared to laser scanners. Imagers can therefore scan barcodes off paper, mobile phone screens, and other surfaces. And they can decode any barcode, traditional or matrixed, including QR codes rendered on mobile phone screens that identify shoppers or promotions at the point-of-sale.

6. AREA IMAGING CAN BE MORE AFFORDABLE THAN YOU REALIZE
Going 2D is more affordable than you may realize. As with most technologies, the price of area imagers has come down over the years. Honeywell’s Voyager™ 1470g can be purchased at a price point that’s approaching traditional 1D laser scanners. Mid-tier retailers, who historically have been hesitant to invest in 2D technology due to the higher price of the technology, can now easily justify spending a few dollars more for all of the benefits of area imaging technology.

7. EASE OF USE
Area-imaging scanners are capable of omni-directional reading – making it easy to scan a barcode regardless of angle or orientation. Coupled with advanced scan engines with industry-leading motion tolerance, and innovative industrial designs that focus on ergonomics, Honeywell area-imaging scanners are easy to use, both for the store associate scanning product codes and the customer scanning mobile coupons or digital wallets at the point-of-sale.

8. CAPTURING DOCUMENT IMAGES
Area-imaging scanners can capture images of a wide range of documents for easy, economical storage, instant access, and improved workflows – a cost-saving use case adopted by many leading retailers. For example, a leading retail pharmacy uses Honeywell’s 4800dr scanner to capture digital images of paper prescriptions during the prescription intake process.

9. LOWER THE TOTAL COST OF OWNERSHIP
Designed with no moving parts and built in world-class manufacturing plants, Honeywell area-imaging scanners set the benchmark in terms of reliability. Honeywell area imager return rates are measured in tenths of one percentage point.

10. IMPROVE THE CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
Area imagers set you apart from your competition. Whether it comes to faster linear scanning performance, scanning promotional codes or digital wallets off mobile phone screens, faster age verification, or faster loyalty program enrollment, area imagers improve the shopping experience by shrinking checkout lines, reducing checkout times, and enabling mobile marketing programs that shoppers cherish. And that sets you apart from your competition.